SOME PROBLEMS IN THE DESCRIPTION OF ENGLISH ACCENTUATION*

D. TERENCE LANGENDOEN

0. This work owes its inspiration and form to conversations and correspondence with John R. Ross, while he was working on early drafts of what is now Ross (1972). Sections 1 and 2 deal with revisions of the main stress rule (MSR) and alternating stress rule (ASR) of English as formulated in Chomsky and Halle (1968) (henceforth SPE), and with the relation of the ASR to a rule with similar effects which operates in compounds, the rhythm rule (RR). In Section 3, a rule is proposed which stresses certain syllables which precede a primary stressed syllable, the stress spread rule (SSR), and a complementary rule which destresses those same syllables in rapid speech; the stress elimination rule (SER). Section 4 discusses the various destressing rules which have been proposed so far, one due to James Fidelholtz, tv that were pointed out to me by Ross, and the SER. It can be shown that there are two very general destressing rules (which can perhaps be combined into one rule) which do the work of the previously discussed rules. Finally, in Section 5, a very simple statement of the MSR for English is considered, and partially justified.

1. According to SPE, the last syllable of a noun regularly receives primary stress only if it contains an underlying tense vowel. Thus we have: machi parade, valé, careér, canoé; but Égypt, désert, robot, city. The accentuation of nouns such as eclipse, cément, dessert, marionnette is handled by postulating an underlying final -e, which is deleted. If necessary, as in the case of marionnette, the stressed vowel is assumed to be followed by a geminate clust which is later simplified.

The tertiary stress on the ultima in deverbal nouns like törment is accounted for by positing that this word is analyzed [[torment]yl], that it receives final stress on the first cycle by the MSR for verbs, and that this stress is reassigned to the first syllable by the MSR applying on the second cycle (case "o" of the MSR, SPE 99, which considers a stressed final syllable in nouns and adjectives as part of the environment of the MSR.)

Ross (1972) suggests a reanalysis of these facts which allows nouns to receive final stress by the MSR in a larger number of cases than is allowed in the SPE account. According to his analysis, all the nouns cited in the previous paragraph receive final stress by the MSR—there is no need for any vanishing final e to handle the facts of stress assignment. The ASR applies after the MSR to shift the stress in nouns like törment.

By and large, words must be lexically marked for the ASR, although there is some regularity which can be exploited (this matter is given some attention also in Section 4). Disyllables whose ultima contains a tense vowel or diphthong generally do not undergo it, for example sardine (the tertiary stress on the initial syllable of this word is discussed in Section 3), Kávar, Détroit, Chineé, boudoir, Louisé; but combite, écar, détour, sirtoin. Conversely those disyllabic words which do not contain a final tense vowel or diphthong generally do, thus törment, côvent, mustang, esset, mònach; but Corvéée, Céydon, éclipse (although éclipse does occur dialectally). Trisyllabic nouns marked as undergoing ASR include Oregón (the symbol o designates weak stress and vowel reduction) is obtained by an additional rule which destresses certain tertiary final syllables; similarly adjective, which is underlying [æd=jekt+-iv/ — compare adjectival), alphabét, épérsand, Bâlevehí, Hnonhitz; those marked as not undergoing it include mácaroón (here the initial tertiary stress is supplied by a rule which, in long words, places secondary (later reduced to tertiary) stresses on those syllables which would get primary stress if the word were to end on the syllable preceding the one which actually gets primary stress; compare such forms as Ádirondack, eléctrostatic, Monongahiáh, stufgráét, kángaroó, Timbáká, the symbol v designates a quaternary stress which protects the quality of the vowel so stressed from reduction; just how that stress is assigned is discussed in Section 3.1), Istánbál, lingérié, avant-garde, bourgeoisé, Tél-Áliv, Sán José, lihásón, chimpanzáe (the variants liásón, chimpanzé are obtained by applying the ASR to move the primary stress to the penult).

* This is a slightly altered version of a paper that appeared originally in Ohio State University Working Papers in Linguistics 3, 1968, 122–142. That was sponsored in part by the National Science Foundation through Grant 534.1 from the Office of Science Information Service to the Information Science Research Center, The Ohio State University.

1 The exact formulation of the ASR is difficult to arrive at. Basically, it locates the primary stress one, two, or possibly three syllables away from a stressed ultima, or (in Ross' account) stressed penult if the final syllable ends in é, ë, ë, and possibly u. This version eliminates entirely the need for case "o" of the MSR as formulated in SPE.

2 This rule can be subsumed under the ASR in a relatively straightforward way which I do not pursue here.
2. In addition to the ASR, there is another rule which has the effect of moving the main stress in a word to an earlier syllable; this rule however works only in compounds, and has roughly the effect:

\[ \cdots \rightarrow \cdots \cdots \]

where the dots symbolize possible more weakly stressed syllables. The primary stress is in the second word of the compound, the tertiary and secondary ones are in the first. This is the rhythm rule (RR)—a similar rule for German is discussed in Kiparsky (1966). The effect of RR can be seen in such expressions as Chínse langue (cf. Chínse), sárdine sándwich (cf. sár-dine), Néw York Giants (cf. New York), Timbăkții industrialist (cf. Timbăkții), mácarón ice cream (cf. mácarón), Ténnessee Érne (cf. Ténnese), etc. In some cases, the rule is optional; for me either Détroit Lions or Détroit Lion is acceptable (as is Détroit Lions, for which see Section 3). Similarly, either Coëvête stášion wagon or Coëvête stášion wagon (cf. Coëvête); either Tyrôle Pówer or Tyrrône Pówer (cf. Tyrône); either Mârlène Déitz or Mârlène Déitz (cf. Mârlène).

In other cases, the rule is inapplicable; thus I accept only Louísé Tükcr, and not *Louísé Tükcr (cf. Louísé); only Élâné Môrison, and not *Élâné Môrison (cf. Élâné). That the ASR and RR are intimately related can be seen from the following implications: if a word is subject to ASR it necessarily undergoes RR (more precisely, the application of the ASR prior to the phrase cycle has obviated the need for RR on the cycle for phrases); conversely, if a word cannot undergo RR, it cannot undergo ASR either (cf. Louísé and Élâné). Words which are not subject to ASR may or may not undergo RR, and in some cases RR is optional.

In the above discussion only disyllabic nouns were considered. In nouns of three or more syllables in which the MSR assigns primary stress to the ultima, RR always appears to be at least optionally applicable, even to those to which ASR cannot apply. Thus I obtain, besides the examples already given, Japánese fisherman (cf. Japánese); both Kálamazôo zóo and Kálamazôo zóó; (cf. Kálamazôó); both chîmpánzéê cólony and chîmpánzéê cólony (cf. chîmpánzéé); both lîngèrî sâlesman and lîngèrî sâlesman.

Despite the obvious relatedness of ASR and RR, they are not to be considered the same rule, for if they were to be so considered (the verion known as ASR applying to words and that known as RR to compounds), it would not be possible to provide coherent lexical representations for the classes of nouns including alphabet (ASR obligatory, RR vacuous), sárdine (ASR inapplicable, RR obligatory), Tyrône (ASR inapplicable, RR optional), and Louísé (ASR and RR both inapplicable) respectively. Moreover, RR is applicable to many nouns to which the application of ASR is excluded (i.e. ASR is not simply inapplicable because of a lexical mark to that effect), for example Côlorâdo. ASR cannot apply to this word for the simple reason that the primary stress is on the penult rather than the ultima; however RR is applicable to this word, as in Côlorâdo Démôcrat. Many similar examples could be given.

3.0. We turn now to the problem of accounting for the tertiary stress on the initial syllable of words like sârdine. As Ross observes, an initial syllable of a word may receive a tertiary stress if it is a strong syllable (in the sense of SPE) and if the second syllable of the word has primary stress. Thus besides sârdine, we have bânâána, Aîlène, Âfghânistân, sîcîtâr, sîcès, élêtríc, d’clôćk, fâtâlîté, tôndâté, hâmilité, leáhórât, cöôpèrât, pêsychôlôg, fîniâtôn, aítônôy, nàîve, chóätzê, âtôpîcal, Bôstônian, etc.; but bânâána, dîlène, sîsitésîble, ânêmô, câpàcîté, etc. 8

There are speakers of American English for whom these are the only possible pronunciations of these words, but there are other speakers who, in fast speech, tolerate weak stress and consequent vowel reduction in the initial syllable of many words of the first group. For such a weakening to take place, the word must be a relatively familiar one, and if of known foreign origin, reasonably Anglicized. The weakening is most common in words whose first syllable contains a lax vowel followed by a consonant cluster which is not introduced by an occlusive or which is not unusual in some way. It is also common in words in which the initial syllable contains one of the tense vowels A, E, or O (in the sense of SPE) followed by a single consonant. Examples include: Câmbôdia, ënthëïsm, cûmpûse, cântên-kôrë, Môngôlián, ñêtôrë, Sîlîvëstër, ôrûgâphôry (initial [s], however, reduces only if followed by [r]; the pronunciations Bôstônian, aítônôy would be very unusual), párdskë, Vîrgînîa, mëstêrîusô, âsôrbîc, ësîélî, âthlitîc (the fact that âthlitîc is also possible suggests that we are here dealing with an initial strong syllable), dîphûhèria; élêtríc, Détroit, fâtâtîlîté, tôndâté.

8 There are a number of apparent counterexamples; words with a stressed, apparently weak initial syllable preceding a stressed syllable, but in these the initial vowel is followed by a labial consonant: tâhî, snàfrî, càfé, trûfêrîs, Hâmîtîc (cf. Sêmrîtîc). This suggests that such vowels should be regarded as tense for purposes of stress assignment, for which one has additional support in words like Álabâmä, Êjôfrâ, etc.

If we consider, however, such words as râgoat (râgoët), tásot (tásot), tâblësë (tâblëç), we observe that a may be regarded as tense provided there is a rounded vowel in the following syllable and that no palatal intervenes. When followed by n, a may also be the representative of tense a (not SPE A, but the stressed vowel of father), as in banës, Montâna (cf. Nevada). In Hâmîtî [hâmës] the a may be considered tense either because it is followed by n, or because the following syllable is rounded.

Monosyllabic prefixes also tend to receive a tertiary stress, even if the first syllable of the word is weak: ùneâsual, dîstrîm, œkî, etc.
Initial [u] before a single consonant in an initial syllable generally may weaken if it is preceded by a [y], as in húmidity, sólicitly, but much less likely otherwise: cotváde, stápidity, brádility, lebékemia would be very unusual. An initial vowel immediately preceding the tonic vowel may be reduced, provided it is permitted to turn into a glide, as in cônquerir [kwa'kørzit], meander [mèn'dzər]. Less likely examples are Šúes, rëdality, ódásis, while *chádtic, *nédtive, *dórta would be impossible.

Words which would be expected to show a reduction of the sort described here, but which do not, can usually be explained on morphological grounds, or on the grounds that the word has not been completely Anglicized. Thus, words with the privative prefix a- never show this reduction, despite their phonological status, for example átyphical, ámóräl; never *átýphical, *ámóräl. Non-completely assimilated foreign words include détért, Désartés, règime, Beirút, Pâscál, Sân Júán, Tângiêrs, Mâncurâ. Morphology has been forgotten, apparently, in clôck, but not in Irish names like Ó' Ríley (although I suspect pronunciations like Ó' Ríley are not uncommon).

Weakening is possible, but less usual, in case the initial vowel is followed by an unusual consonant cluster, as in ánhydrous, Alhambra, Áfganistán, spásmodic, àsbéstos, etc.; or a cluster introduced by an occlusive, as in abdómal, significant, étaric, luxúrious, Fitzgérald, etc. I have no independent operational test for uniqueness of consonant clusters, however, and must regretfully leave this matter in its present unsatisfactory state.

Finally, weakening is impossible, or nearly so, in case the initial syllable contains a diphthong, either [ay], [aw], or [ey], or [a] in incompletely assimilated French loans. Thus we have poinzéttia, never *poinzéttia; foinpédion never *foinpédion, íconic, never íconic; Cointreal, never *Cointrear. There are, however, a number of examples with initial syllable [ay] which may be reduced in very fast speech by some speakers, notably idéntity, íronic digéston, which possibly can be explained on the basis of the I ~ i alternation, as formulated in SPE.

Similarly, many speakers tolerate weakening of the first syllable of psychològist, roughly [skədəjəst]; but the same speakers will not so readily agree to the weakening of the first syllable of psychologist. This is apparent due to the application in the first example of an optional rule which dissipates I to i in a syllable preceding a stressed I:

\[\text{I} \rightarrow \text{i} – \text{C} \text{i} \text{f} \]

It is hard to find other examples in which this rule has applied; byé-byé [bəbə] and fly-by-night [fləybenət] are possible candidates.

3.1. On the basis of the discussion in Section 3.0, we see that a rule is needed which assigns a low degree of stress to the nucleus of a word-initial strong syllable preceding the main stress. We call them the stress-elimination rule (SSR). We ask now, first, is there reason to generalize SSR to be applicable to syllables other than word-initial ones? And, second is SSR applicable to syllables which precede stresses other than primary ones? The answer to both questions is affirmative.

To see that SSR is applicable to non-initial syllables, consider the problem of how the quaternary stresses are to be assigned in such words as: chîmpzanze, Tîmbûkkû, Ìstânbûl, liâtsôn, avant-garde, bouvreuvoir, Pënsylvania. To my knowledge, there is no mechanism in SPE whereby these stresses can be assigned, but it is obvious that the proposed SSR automatically accounts for them. Moreover, as Ross has pointed out to me, the rule also can be used to account for the quaternary stress in words like rëlaxaþion, çëndëstaþion without appealing to a word-cycle, as in SPE. Notice also, that weakening is common in precisely those examples in which we would expect it from the discussion of Section 3.0 namely liâtsôn, Pënsylvania, and çëndëstaþion (see also footnote 8).

That SSR must be extended to anticipate other than primary stresses can be seen by considering the accentuation of such words as åçettätaþion, åntippätion, and åccëntätë. In the first two examples, such an extension is needed to assign a quaternary stress on the initial syllable in anticipation of the tertiary stress on the second syllable. In the third example, the extension

---

4 I pronounce Teutonic with a [y] on-glise to the [u]; nevertheless I fail to weaken the initial syllable as if that [y] were not there (which it "shouldn't," given the fact that the [u] follows an initial dental and is pretonic).

5 Examples like these are doubtless in more or less of a state of flux for many speakers. An interesting example is Lóes Angeles ~ Lóes Angeles. We should not expect weakening if the initial vowel were [o].

6 Proper names in Mc or Mac, however, generally show such weakening, for exam. MâcDôñald, MácPhôrzon, etc.

7 The rule under discussion is not to be confused with another rule in English which obligatorily dissimulates I to i when it follows a stressed I and is itself followed by another syllable. Examples which illustrate the application of this rule are bicycle, tricycle; compare motorcycle, unicycle. The proviso regarding a following syllable is needed to prevent the rule from applying to words like finite, pyrite, Sioux, and Iliad.

8 In SPE, Chomsky and Halle follow Trager and Smith (1951) in distinguishing between the accentual patterns of condensation and compensation, the latter being cômposition. They explain this difference as arising from the fact that while there is a verb cônpanse underlying condensation, there is no verb *cômpense underlying cômposition. I question this distinction. I find that I get both cônpanse and cônparation and both cômposition and cômposition in free variation — precisely what one would expect if the stress in question is assigned by SSR. Moreover, the formulation in SPE is totally unable to handle such examples as ammônitôn, mâtôrbëtan, etc., and conversely the possibility of weakening in such examples as cônpanse, rëformâtion, etc., all of which are handled straightforwardly in the present account.
is needed to assign quaternary stress on the third syllable, anticipating the tertiary stress on the fourth. The need for both extensions (applicability to non-initial syllables and applicability to syllables preceding non-primary stresses) is apparent for examples like éléctróstátic (one can also get éléctróstático, of course, in fast speech).

4.0. In Section 3 we found that there is an optional rule, SER, for destressing certain syllables which receive stress from the SSR, and that the statement of the conditions of the applicability of SER is tied up primarily with the phonological structure of the potentially affected syllable. One way of stating those conditions, which is perhaps the most elegant of all, involves altering the notion of weak and strong syllables from that of a binary distinction, as in SPE, to that of a scale or hierarchy of syllable strengths, in which syllables ending in a lax vowel are weakest of all (this may be indicated by the specification [0 Strong]), those ending in a lax vowel plus a non-occlusive are [1 Strong], as are those which end in a non-diphthongal mid or high tense vowel, those which end in a lax vowel plus an occlusive are [2 Strong], while those which end in a diphthong or low tense vowel are [3 Strong]. We then say that SSR assigns a stress to all syllables marked [α Strong], α > 0, while SER freely eliminates stress from syllables marked [1 Strong], less freely from those marked [2 Strong], and rarely, if ever, from those marked [3 Strong]. While this formulation is still incorrect in detail (it fails, for example, to handle the facts regarding υ noted in Section 3, and it treats tense ω and σ alike, which is probably wrong), it nevertheless captures the basic facts regarding SSR and SER.

We now examine three other destressing rules in English to see to what extent the hierarchy of syllable strength is relevant to the statement of those rules. Those rules are:

1. a rule which destresses an ultima following a primary stressed weak (i.e. [0 Strong]) penult. We call this rule Fidelholtz’s law (FL) after its discoverer (cf. SPE, 146). The rule accounts for the pronunciation of Áráb [áráb] and the non-existence of *Áráb [éráb], but (dialectally) Aráb [e: ráb]. The derivation of Árab proceeds as follows:

   Árab
   0 1 MSR
   1 2 ASR
   1 0 FL

2. a rule which destresses the penult of a trisyllabic word when the first syllable has primary stress; we call this rule, the 10XR (read “ten XR”),

   *industry
   0 1 MSR
   1 2 ASR
   1 0 10XR

   (the final syllable counts as “X”).

   (3) a rule which destresses an ultima after ASR has applied; we already commented on this rule in Section 1 in connection with such words as Óregón, adjective. We call this the ultima destressing rule (UDR); notice that UDR applies to certain disyllabic words to which FL cannot apply, for example óctáve, the derivation of which is as follows:

   óctáve
   0 1 MSR
   1 2 ASR
   1 0 UDR

4.1. Unlike SER, FL is generally obligatory, and it appears to have few true exceptions among words ending in a consonant. Some apparent exceptions, such as ássét, áddict, súndpse, do not meet the conditions of FL, which requires that the word to which it applies contains no internal boundaries other than SPE –. Since these words contain the SPE boundary — between the Latin or Greek prefix and stem, FL is inapplicable to them. A similar explanation might be feasible for a word like hésôr, which is often pronounced with the accentuation as indicated (and according to standard dictionaries of English, must be).

   Some genuine exceptions to FL, for me at least, include Hickôk, húbbôb, hicôcp (hicôcp is also possible), pôtâsh [pôtâs], hâshish. All these examples, it will be noted, consist of final syllables which begin and end with obstruents, and presumably the reason for their exceptionality is to be found there.

   There are, apparently, only a very few exceptions to FL involving final syllables ending in two consonants, which might be thought of as surprising since such syllables would probably count as stronger than those which end in a single consonant. The explanation, presumably, is that a larger proportion of disyllabic words which end in a consonant cluster do not undergo ASR; that is, the primary stress is more likely to be retained on the ultima of such words. Some exceptions to FL among such words that I have found are súxism, mônârêch, áddàx, and áddált (ASR is optional in the latter; if it is not applied we obtain áddált).
FL is inapplicable to words whose ultima ends in a vowel or diphthong. By a general rule, that vowel, if not reduced, must be tense, and the only final vowel which stands in phonological alternation with a reduced vowel is [o], as in fellow ~ felloe [félə]. While one might wish to consider this a matter for FL to handle, I feel this alternation is probably more appropriately handled by a special rule which involves just final [o]. Not all such vowels freely reduce, compare bellow, (we do not obtain bellow); and notice that the same alternation is found in words which are outside the domain of FL to begin with because the penult is strong, for example window ~ windows and potato ~ potatō [potéːt].

There are virtually no examples in English of words containing a primary stressed weak penult and an ultima containing a long vowel or diphthong followed by a consonant, which is to say that ASR is inapplicable (or practically so) to words of the form C_oVC_oVC_1. This suggests that ASR is sensitive, to some extent at least, to the relative strengths of the syllables involved: the stressed syllable and the syllable to be stressed; if the latter is very weak compared with the former, ASR is not applicable. One example of this sort which I have managed to come up with is hāshish [haːʃiʃ], which is also strange because it contains a tense vowel tautosyllabic with a following s. As already noted, this word is an exception to FL too.9

4.2. In this section we take up the 10XR and show among other things that it is a special case of the SER. An excellent source of examples which illustrate the need for 10XR are words in -ory, such as industry (a derivation of which is given in Section 5.0 above), Lombok, and cuckoldry. That the rule is sometimes inapplicable can be seen from examples like autopsy and biopsy; a fact which I believe can be only explained by noting that the syllable in question is high on the hierarchy of strength. Moreover, I believe it is the case that the 10XR rule is generally optional in those examples to which it is applicable, a consequence of the fact that the affected syllable is never a weak syllable.

An important question which has yet to be raised is how stress is assigned to the penult of trisyllabic words in the first place, and the related question of how to account for whatever stress there is on the ultima in such words as industry. If we compare the accentual pattern of this word with that of Algernon or Valentine, we find that it is essentially the same; that is, we

9 Another example, possibly, is Hitler. It might be argued that this word genuinely does contain a medial geminate, however, in light of the fact that it is more likely to be pronounced with a fully aspirated alveolar stop rather than a flap, which is the expected result of a posttonic medial t. Sphyre, grubite, and caffeine are not examples of this sort, since the initial vowel is tense (see also footnote 3 for discussion of tense e before labial). The same is true of Raphael, Samuel when pronounced as dysyllabic words.

can represent it thus: industry. Now the derivation of the accentuation of, say, Valentine is as follows:

Valentine
0 0 1 MSR
1 0 2 ASR
1 0 3 Stress-adjustment rule (SAR; cf. SPE, p. 94)
1 4 3 SSR
1 0 3 SER or 10XR

Notice that the destressing of the penult in Valentine can be handled either by the SER or the 10XR, and since the former is a more general rule than the latter, we can view the 10XR rule as simply a special case of the SER. provided the derivation of the accentuation of words like industry proceeds along the same lines as that of Valentine, i.e. as follows:

industry
0 0 1 MSR
1 0 2 ASR
1 0 3 SAR
1 4 3 SSR
1 0 3 SER

If this is correct, then the accentuation of such words as autopsies and biopsy should be: *autopsy, *biopsy; and not as given above (i.e. autopsi, biopsi). Therefore a rule whose effect is:

V_{C_1} V \# \rightarrow V_{C_1} V

must be added to the grammar (we call this the 4-3 switching rule (4-3SR)).

There are further reasons for assuming that the MSR assigns primary stress to the ultima of such words as industry—such an assignment furthermore is automatic if the vowel contained in it is given as tense; i.e. SPE E. First of all there are doublets such as Gálileé ~ Gálileé, which shows that some words ending in E need not have the ASR applied to them at all. The suffix spelled -ee provides numerous examples of this sort, for example emplöyée ~ emplöyéd,10 and there is also, of course, our old friend chim-pănzee ~ chim-pănzee.

10 It will be noted that the ASR assigns main stress to the first syllable of trisyllabic words in -y regardless of the strength of the penult (Epixy) is not a counterexample, since the final y in it is not the suffix -y), whereas it assigns main stress to strong penults of trisyllabic words in -ee, for example addrézée (I have no explanation for the quaternary stress on the penult of this word, unless it is assumed that the syllable division in this word follows the morphological division — an attractive hypothesis, or at least one which is more attractive than one which assumes there to be a geminate s present).
Another argument has to do with the history of words in final *E. Many if not most of them have entered the English language via French. It strikes me as quite reasonable that when, say, *majesté became Anglicized, that the ASR was applied to a form accentuated as *majesté yielding majesté and ultimately majesty. There is, on the other hand, no reason to assume that the word was ever accentuated with primary stress on the penult: *majesté; and therefore I conclude that there is no reason to posit a derivation of this word in which primary stress is ever assigned to the penult.

If we examine words of four or more syllables, we observe that SER does not generally apply if the syllable to be affected is preceded by an unstressed syllable. Consider, for example, the words *secrétary, *orthodox. The derivation of these words proceeds as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syllable</th>
<th>First Syllable</th>
<th>SER</th>
<th>ASR</th>
<th>SSR</th>
<th>4-SR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>secretary</td>
<td>0 0 0 1</td>
<td>MSR</td>
<td>碣</td>
<td>碣</td>
<td>碣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orthodoxy</td>
<td>1 0 0 2</td>
<td>SER</td>
<td>碣</td>
<td>碣</td>
<td>碣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 0 3</td>
<td>1 0 0 3</td>
<td>SSR</td>
<td>碣</td>
<td>碣</td>
<td>碣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 4 3</td>
<td>1 0 4 3</td>
<td>SSR</td>
<td>碣</td>
<td>碣</td>
<td>碣</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 3 4</td>
<td>1 0 3 4</td>
<td>4-SR</td>
<td>碣</td>
<td>碣</td>
<td>碣</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. In this section I show that FL is a special case of the UDR. Recall that FL states that an ultima is destressed after a primary stressed weak penult. The UDR, on the other hand, states that an ultima is destressed after a stressed strong penult or after an unstressed penult whatever its strength. Obviously the effect of the two rules is the same, and since the environments are in complementary distribution, we can conclude that the two rules are really one, unless it can be shown that some other rule must intervene between the two destressing rules, or that one is subject to a host of conditions that the other is not.

I know of no rule that must intervene between FL and UDR, so given my present knowledge, I see no objection to collapsing the rules on ordering grounds. Moreover, the sorts of words to which the UDR is not applicable are essentially the same sorts to which FL is not applicable, e.g. *móli (cf. on the one hand *fóli and, on the other, móli—*molli was a deliberate coinage); *árdvárok, *tómén (cf. *ádúlt and *pótén); *Adfrondák, *Baghdád (cf. *pótásh and *sóróló;); and *mánḡóve (cf. *Hittite). The only sorts of examples to which UDR is not applicable and to which FL generally is are certain words ending in short *a or *o (phonetic [a]) followed by *n, for example *ňlon, *Dárvon, *Téfôn, *sâmpán. Even among such words, many can be found to which UDR is applicable, e.g. *Șátan (cf. satanic), *mása (cf. masonic).

As with FL, UDR is less likely to be applicable the stronger the ultima, but for ultimas of medium strength, individual lexical items will have to be marked to indicate whether or not the rule applies.12

When the penult is unstressed, or is weakly stressed by the SSR, then the UDR is less likely to apply. This observation parallels one made above concerning the SER, namely its inapplicability in American English when the affected syllable is preceded by an unstressed one, and its restricted applicability in British English depending on the strength of the affected syllable. We have already given examples of this sort in Section 1, namely Oregon and adjective; UDR is optionally applicable to the first and obligatorily applicable to the second. Moreover, a rule changing the underlying * of the ultima of adjective to *i must be applied. Notice that there are in fact two variants of this word, depending upon whether SER has or has not been applied, namely adjectival and adjectival. The derivation of this word is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SER</td>
<td>0 0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 2</td>
<td>ASR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 3</td>
<td>SSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 4</td>
<td>SSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 0 4 0</td>
<td>UDR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that SER must apply before UDR. Similar examples are provided by tâlismân ~ tâlismân and ömbôdsámân ~ ömbôdsámân.

When the penult is unstressed or stressed by the SSR, the applicability of UDR depends upon two factors: the strength of the ultima and the presence of formative boundaries preceding the ultima. In the absence of such boundaries, we find that UDR is generally applicable (sometimes optionally) to [1 Strong] syllables, e.g. *párdgôn ~ párdgôn, *pártisân; often applicable to [2 Strong] ones; cf. *bósl̄èvâk ~ bósl̄èvâk; inapplicable to [3 Strong] ones, e.g., *pórsl̄pl̄ne, *cántáloîpe.

An intervening formative boundary can sometimes interfere with the operation of UDR; compare Switzerland with Swáslánd. The retention of

---

11 In British English, however, SER in applicable to secretary, resulting in *secrétary, but not to orthodoxy. The reason is that SER is applicable in British English to syllables preceded by an unstressed syllable only if their strength is less than 2, the same restriction which holds on SER in other contexts in both British and American English.

12 The analysis given above in Section 4.0 of the two pronunciations of Arab (drab) and (drāb) is wrong. It is not the case that the second pronunciation is due simply to the tensing of the first vowel so that the quality and tertiary stress of the (supposedly) lax ultima is retained. Rather, the second pronunciation represents a tensing of both vowels of the word; the [a] of (drāb) is the tense [a] before labials that is discussed in footnote 3.
the tertiary stress on the ultima of the latter shows it to be still analyzed as a compound.

4.4. We summarize this discussion of the destressing rules in English as follows: there are two general rules of destressing syllables in English, SER, which destresses syllables preceding stressed syllables, and UDR, which destresses final syllables. If it were not for the fact that there is a need to order these rules with respect to each other (cf. Section 4.3), it would be possible to collapse these rules into one general one; and perhaps it is possible to get around the ordering problem by having the rule apply to successive syllables in a word from beginning to end. I shall not pursue the matter further here, however.

5. The MSR for English can be rather dramatically simplified if the foregoing account of the various destressing rules and of the ASR is correct. The rule would be to assign primary stress to the last syllable in a word whose strength is greater than zero, and if there are none, to the first syllable or the antepenult, whichever is the nearer to the end of the word. In particular, the MSR will assign primary stress to any ultima which ends in a consonant.

This formulation is not quite correct, however. Consider words of 3 or more syllables, such as umbrëlla, vendëtta, etc. in which both the penult and ultima are weak, but in which the penult nevertheless receives primary stress. On the basis of these examples, we find that we will have to allow the MSR to assign primary stress to weak penults in certain marked lexical items of three or more syllables. Now consider examples like pênicillín, Arragéddon, stiléto, Kentúcky, colossus, solici, flagellum, etc. If it is decided to place primary stress on the final syllables of these words, by the MSR (since the ultimas are not weak) then the ASR will be responsible for assigning the main stress to the weak penult. It would seem to me to be preferable, if at all possible, to keep the ASR out of the business of having to assign stress to weak penults, and to handle this matter solely by the MSR. In other words, we propose to allow the MSR to disregard certain strong ultimas ending in E, O, Vn, Vs, Vs, and Vm. I say certain ones, because, of course, the MSR must assign main stress to others which do end in the designated segments, for example emplóyé, Thóreai, Ágdménn, mórás, diphthôn, and strádó. It is possible that there are other final syllable types which can be ignored by the MSR, but I have no clear examples of any.

Thus one is tempted to include têk on the basis of examples like Habâkkûk and Pêquânoke, but these are not clear-cut because the penults in these examples can be construed as containing tê (cf. footnote 3).
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14 In the present account, the MSR pays no attention to parts of speech; the ASR is however sensitive to whether a particular word is a noun, verb, adjective, preposition or whatever. For example, in the absence of any occurrences of internal boundaries, the ASR will be inapplicable to any verb ending in rt, for example désert but it will be applicable to some such nouns, for example désert (but not all, cf. dessert).